ABSTRACT

This paper deals with merging techniques that can be used as filters or as segmentation algorithms. In the first case, they are known as connected operators and, in the second case, they are region growing techniques. This paper discusses the basic issues of a merging algorithm: merging order, merging criterion and region model. This analysis highlights the similarity and differences between a filtering tool and a segmentation algorithm. Taking benefit from the filtering and segmentation viewpoints, we propose a general merging algorithm that can be used to create new connected operators (in particular auto-dual operators) and efficient segmentation algorithm (robust criteria and efficient implementation).

1. INTRODUCTION

Image sequence analysis is becoming a very active field of research because of its large set of potential applications. Indeed, the efficient use of an MPEG-4 coder or services involving large video databases implies the definition of automatic analysis tools that can, at least partially, give access to what is happening in the sequence. A very large set of tools can be considered as “sequence analysis” tools. In this paper, we focus on tools that combine what is traditionally seen either as “filtering” or as “segmentation”. They aim at the definition of regions based on some homogeneity criteria (segmentation aspect) possibly with some constraints (filtering notion).

Filters are generally used as pre-processing to remove part of the image content such as noise or some details. For a segmentation application, these filters should simplify the image but preserve the shape of the remaining objects. Examples of filters possessing this property are known as connected operators [10, 2, 9]. They do not introduce any new contour because they can only merge the zones of the space where the signal is constant (called flat zones). These filters are extensively used in segmentation applications [15, 14, 11].

A large number of popular segmentation approaches also relies on merging strategies. They, first, define a set of initial regions and, second, progressively merge regions to create a partition of the image. In the Split&Merge [4] algorithm, the initial regions are defined by the Split process and the merging is performed between the initial regions themselves. The Region growing algorithm [1] merges initial regions (sometimes called seeds) with individual neighboring pixels that belong to an uncertainty area. Finally, the classical morphological tool for segmentation, watershed [7], also relies on a merging strategy: the initial regions are the regional gradient minima, and these minima are progressively expanded by merging of neighboring pixels in an order defined by the gradient value.

Connected operators, Split&Merge, Region growing and the watershed algorithms have been created in different context and for different applications. However, they all rely on the same fundamental merging process. The objective of this paper is to investigate the basic features of the merging process and to see how the “filtering viewpoint” can benefit from the “segmentation viewpoint” and vice-versa. As major output of this study, we will create connected operators having the same effect on dark and bright parts of the image and we will see how ideas coming from the “filtering viewpoint” can be used to select robust segmentation criteria and to efficiently implement them. Note that the implementation issue is a key point since the widespread use of a (sequence analysis) tool strongly depends on its computational efficiency.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 defines a general merging strategy. An efficient implementation of the merging process is proposed in section 3. Based on the general merging process, section 4 presents new connected operators useful for sequence preprocessing and segmentation. Section 5 discusses sequence segmentation algorithms relying either on gray level or on motion homogeneity. Finally, section 6 is devoted to the conclusions.

2. GENERAL MERGING ALGORITHM

In this section we propose a general merging strategy. The algorithm works on the Region Adjacency Graph (RAG). The RAG is a set of nodes representing connected components of the space (either regions or flat zones) and a set of links connecting two neighboring nodes. Each RAG represents a partition of the image. A merging algorithm on this graph is simply a technique that removes some the links and merges the corresponding nodes. In the sequel, we assume that the merging is done in an iterative way. To completely specify a merging algorithm one has to define three notions:

1. The merging order: it defines the scanning order of the links, that is the order in which the links are studied to know whether or not they should disappear. This order $O(R_1, R_2)$ is a real value and is a function of each pair of neighboring regions $R_1, R_2$.

2. The merging criterion: each time a link is processed, the merging criterion decides if the merging has actually to be done or not. It is also a function $C(R_1, R_2)$ of two neighboring regions $R_1$ and $R_2$, but it can only take two values ("merge" and "do not merge").

3. The region model: when two regions are merged, the model defines how to represent the union. Let us denote by $M(R)$ this model.

Note that this merging strategy allows the implementation of both region growing algorithm and connected operators. In the case of a region growing algorithm, the merging order is defined by the similarity measure between two regions, the merging
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criterion always states that two regions have to be merged until a termination criterion is reached (for example, a minimum number of region or a quality criterion) and the model defines a gray level function, for example the mean. In the case of a connected operator such as an opening by reconstruction or an area opening (see [15, 14] for example), the merging order is simply defined by the absolute gray level value, the merging criterion relies on the assessment of a criterion (for example, the number of pixels of each region in the case of an area opening) and each region is modeled, after merging, by the lowest gray level value.

The merging order is closely related to the notion of objects. In the case of a region growing algorithm, if the similarity measure is equal to the gray level difference, objects are assumed to be connected components and homogeneous in gray level value. In the case of connected operators, objects are assumed to be either bright or dark parts of the image. The main difference between a filter and a segmentation algorithm relies on the merging criterion. In the case of a segmentation algorithm, we would like to extract all objects, this means that the merging criterion should always state that the merging has to done until a termination criterion is reached. In the case of a filter, the objective is to select some objects among the set of all possible objects. This means that the merging criterion should act as a sieve among the set objects defined by the merging order.

3. EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MERGING PROCESS

3.1. Merging algorithm on a RAG structure

This section is devoted to the efficient implementation of the merging algorithm described in section 2. As will be seen, the key points of the implementation is a hierarchical queue able to deal with floating point priorities and the “link node” of a Region Adjacency Graph structure (RAG). The RAG structure is depicted in Fig. 1A. The classical RAG is a graph where each node represents a region of the image and where each node is connected to its neighbors. The graph structure used here is similar but contains some more information. The white nodes in Fig 1A, called “region-nodes”, represent the regions of the image, whereas the black nodes, called “link-nodes”, represent the links between regions. Observe that each link-node points to the two region-nodes it is linking while each region-node points to the neighboring link-nodes. By using this representation, the access to the set of links-nodes that should be updated after the merging of two region-nodes can be done efficiently. Suppose, for example, that \( R_2 \) and \( R_5 \) are merged (see Fig. 1B). The link to remove is \( L_4 \), and the link-nodes whose ordering has to be updated are \( L_1, L_2 \) and \( L_7 \).

In Fig. 2, the general scheme of the merging process is represented. The merging algorithm can be divided into two stages.
track of the balance factor of the tree each time an element is inserted or deleted. A rough idea is presented in Fig. 4: at each node, the height of the left tree minus the height of the right one is computed (the height at a given node is defined as the length of the longest path from the node to a leaf node). A binary tree is called balanced if the balance factor of every node of the tree never differs by more than ±1. If unbalancing occurs because of insertion or deletion, the balancing is reestablished properly by “rotating” some nodes of the tree. Efficient implementations of insertion and deletion using balancing techniques can be found in [16].

The efficiency of the merging algorithm turns out to be very high. In practice, for simple models (constant or first order), the computation time is about the same as for a connected operator or a watershed algorithm. For instance, if one starts at the pixel level (initial regions made of one pixel) and merge progressively until the partition is made of one single region, the CPU time is about 1.5 second (about ten seconds) for a QCIF (CIF) frame on a 200MHz Pentium.

4. SEQUENCE SIMPLIFICATION TOOLS

In this section, we propose new connected operators that can be used either to analyze a sequence or as pre-processing before a segmentation algorithm. As discussed in the introduction, connected operators are region-based simplification tools but they generally deal with either bright or with dark image components. In particular, they do not deal with transition areas between dark and bright components. With the structure defined in sections 2 and 3, it is rather easy to create new connected operators that are auto-dual in the gray level sense. To this end, one has to define the merging order \( O(R_1, R_2) \), the merging criterion \( C(R_1, R_2) \), and the region model \( M_R(x) \) in such a way that the resulting operator be auto-dual.

1. Region model, \( M_R \): The first choice that has to be made is how each region is going to be modeled. Two simple auto-dual models are the mean and the median. From our practical experience, the median is more robust than the mean. To allow a fast implementation, the median of region \( R = R_1 \cup R_2 \) should be computed recursively from the median of the two merged regions \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \). Here, one has simply to select the model of the largest region \( R \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } N_1 < N_2 & \Rightarrow M_R = M_{R_1} \\
\text{if } N_1 > N_2 & \Rightarrow M_R = M_{R_2} \\
\text{if } N_1 = N_2 & \Rightarrow M_R = \left(M_{R_1} + M_{R_2}\right)/2
\end{align*}
\]

where \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) denote the numbers of pixel of each region. Note that the model can be used for gray level images as well as for color or multichannel images such as dense motion fields. In this case, \( M_R \) is a multidimensional model and each component is modeled independently. Finally, let us mention, that the median model is constant within the region. It can be considered as simple zero order model. However, in section 5, the model will be extended to a first order model in order to deal motion homogeneity.

2. Merging order, \( O(R_1, R_2) \): The merging order defines the notion of objects. It can be seen as a measure of the likelihood that two neighboring regions belong to the same object. Let us assume that we deal with gray level images. A fairly high number of order have been test and
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a good compromise between region extraction and contour definition can be obtained with:

\[
O(R_1, R_2) = N_1(\mathcal{M}_{R_1} - \mathcal{M}_R)^2 + N_2(\mathcal{M}_{R_2} - \mathcal{M}_R)^2 \quad (2)
\]

Note that, in the case of the median model and if \(R_1\) is smaller than \(R_2\), the model after merging is \(\mathcal{M}_{R_2}\) and the order reduces to \(O(R_1, R_2) = N_1(\mathcal{M}_{R_1} - \mathcal{M}_{R_2})^2\). It is the squared difference between the models weighted by the size of the smallest region. Finally, note that the merging order can be easily extended to deal with color or multichannel images. In this case, the order is defined as a linear combination of the order values computed on each component.

3. Merging criterion: \(O(R_1, R_2)\): The function \(O(R_1, R_2)\) defines the order in which the regions have to be processed. Following a given homogeneity notion, it extracts the pair of regions that most likely belongs to the same object. Now, the objective of the merging criterion is to select among the set of possible objects a few regions that fulfill a given criterion. This function allows the definition of filtering, that is sieving, tools.

As an example, let us discuss the area criterion. Its goal is to remove from the original image all objects that are smaller than a given threshold. To this end, the criterion simply states that two regions have to be merged if at least one of them is smaller than a given threshold (the size of the region is defined as its number of pixels). The effect of the operator can be seen in Fig. 5. Fig. 5.B and C show the simplification effect when the area is set to either 10 pixels or 100 pixels. These images contain most of the original information (contour are precisely and sharply defined) except small regions. For example, the texture of the fish has been removed with a simplification of size 10 and a large number of small regions have disappeared with a simplification of 100. In this last case, the image is made of only 80 flat zones. These images can be used as starting point for a segmentation algorithm or as pre-segmentation for motion estimation on regions of reasonable size. Note that the simplification effect of this area operator is different from that of an area opening or closing. The operator proposed here not only deals with bright or dark areas but also with transition areas.

5. IMAGE AND SEQUENCE SEGMENTATION

5.1. Region model, merging order and criterion

The main difference between a segmentation algorithm and a filter is the merging criterion which has not to select some of the objects but rather to accept all of them until a termination criterion is reached. The termination criterion depends to a large extend on the particular type of segmentation one wants to achieve. It will be more precisely described in the following sections.

The model used within each region is a compromise between its capacity to represent the homogeneity notion of interest and its complexity. In section 4, constant models have been used and the model corresponding to the merging of two regions was the median of the models of each region. This model has the advantage of being very simple and is adequate for processing gray level or color images if the number of regions remains rather high. Of course, if the expected number of regions is very low (regions will likely represent more complex gray level distribution) or if the input information has specific characteristics, the constant model can be extended to a general polynomial model.

In this section, we will use first order polynomials of the type: \(\mathcal{M}_d(i, j) = \alpha i + \beta j + \gamma\), if \(i, j\) denote the spatial coordinates of the pixels. When two regions are merged, this model can be updated by a median rule. The resulting model is equal to the model of the largest region. For of sequence analysis, first order polynomial models are particularly useful to represent dense motion fields.

As in the case of filters, the merging order defines the homogeneity notion of the objects. In the following, the homogeneity notion defined by equation 2 is used.

5.2. Intra-frame segmentation

For intra-frame segmentation, the decision criterion simply defines the end of the merging process. Two useful termination criteria are:

- the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) between the original and modeled images,
- the number of regions.

The merging strategy defined in section 2 is particularly useful to compute a set of hierarchical partitions. The approach is illustrated in Fig. 6. Starting from an initial partition, which can be either the finest partition of the space (partition where each individual pixel is a region) or the partition of flat zones, several merging steps are performed. With the proposed implementation, it is possible to compute the full hierarchy with only one run of the merging algorithm. Indeed, one has only to output some of the partitions created at intermediate stages of the merging process.

An example of hierarchical segmentation is shown in Fig. 7. The segmentation creates regions that are homogeneous in gray levels. In Fig. 7, we show images where each region has been represented by its model (median in this case). Three partitions corresponding to PSNR values ranging from 30 to 26 dB are...
A) Original frame  
B) PSNR: 30dB (136 regions)  
C) PSNR: 28dB (29 regions)  
D) PSNR: 26dB (12 regions)

Figure 7: Example of gray level intra-frame segmentation (termination criterion: PSNR)

Figure 8: Example of motion segmentation. Left: Initial gray level partition, Right: Motion partition

Figure 9: Number of regions as a function of the PSNR for three typical frames the Foreman sequence

presented. As can be seen, these partitions provide simple approximations of the original frame in terms of number of regions but a good definition of the main objects and their contour. Note that these partitions are structured in a hierarchical way.

The same scheme can be used to deal with motion-oriented segmentation. Assume that we start from an initial segmentation resulting from a spatial segmentation (for instance, one of the levels of the previous example). The motion can be estimated on each region of the initial estimation. To this end, we have used the technique described in [3, 12]. This technique assigns to each region a polynomial model describing the apparent motion in the horizontal and the vertical directions. The model is estimated using differential methods. From this motion model, two dense motion fields can be created by assigning to each pixel the values of its horizontal and vertical displacements. These two dense motion field images are now used as input to the merging algorithm which has to deal with a two component image. As a result, the algorithm defines regions that are homogeneous in the sense of motion. The result of the segmentation is shown in Fig. 8. The final segmentation involves 5 regions: 3 for the face and 2 for the background. Note that the motion field is not re-estimated during the merging process. This choice was done to limit the computational complexity of the algorithm, however, in future work we will investigate fast techniques to re-estimate the motion and we will study the improvement that is obtained.

Before closing this section on intra-frame segmentation, let us discuss a potential use of the merging algorithm. An image analysis strategy often used in mathematical morphology is the so-called granulometry [13]. The approach consists in using a hierarchical filtering structure as the one presented in Fig. 6 and in measuring an image characteristic at each filter output. This strategy allows the characterization of what has been removed by each filter. Considering the segmentation algorithm as a filtering tool, the same approach can be used to characterize the content of each frame. Assume for example, that the segmentation follows a gray level homogeneity criterion and that the termination criterion is the PSNR. PSNR values ranging from 40dB to 25dB are assigned to 16 levels of the hierarchical structure of Fig. 6 and let us suppose that we measure the number of regions of each resulting partition. The results are shown in Fig. 9. Three typical frames (frames #50, #200 and #270) of the Foreman sequence have been processed and the three corresponding curves are shown. These curves define how many regions are necessary to achieve a given PSNR. Intuitively, this number is function of the image "complexity": for simple frames with a few objects (homogeneous in gray level), the number of regions necessary to achieve a given PSNR is rather low. By contrast, if the image involves a large number of contrasted objects, a high number of regions are necessary to reach the same PSNR. This intuitive discussion is confirmed by Fig. 9: among the three frames, the simplest one is the frame #200. It involves a few objects and the sky covers most of the frame. The corresponding curve is the lowest one. By contrast, the most complex frame is frame #270. It involves a fairly high number of contrasted objects and the corresponding curve is the highest one. Finally, frame #50 is of intermediate complexity and produces a curve in-between the two previous ones. Each curve (or a reduced set of curve points) can be used to characterize the image content.
5.3. Sequence segmentation

In this section, we focus on a more complex segmentation scheme combining several homogeneity criteria. The goal of the algorithm is to segment a video sequence in a recursive and causal way. To this end, we propose to define at each time instant \( t \) a gray partition \( P_g(t) \) (partition where regions are homogeneous in gray level) and motion partition \( P_m(t) \) (partition where regions are homogeneous in motion). The gray partition is created by merging regions belonging to an initial partition which is the partition of flat zones \( P_{fz}(t) \). Similarly, the motion partition is created by merging regions of the gray partition. As can be seen, the three partitions are structured in a hierarchical way: the lower level is made of flat zones, the second level is the spatial segmentation and the upper level is the motion segmentation. This structure has been selected for the following two reasons: first, a contour between two “motion regions” (regions homogeneous in motion) should coincide with a contour between two “spatial regions”. Indeed, a precise spatial definition of the contour can only be achieved in the original image since no estimation has to be performed. Second, in order to estimate the motion and to perform a motion segmentation, elementary regions should have been previously defined. The motion estimation can therefore rely on a partition that is related to the image.

Moreover, for the two upper levels of the hierarchy, we would like to track regions in time, that is to relate regions of partitions \( P_g(t) \) and \( P_m(t) \) with regions of partitions \( P_g(t-1) \) and \( P_m(t-1) \). Region tracking is useful for the segmentation itself. For example, when estimating the motion of a region of the gray partition at time \( t \), one can discard pixels not belonging to this region at time \( t-1 \). Moreover, region tracking is mandatory if one wants to analyze the time evolution of the regions.

The global scheme is depicted in Fig. 10. Assume that the partition hierarchy \( P_{fz}(t-1), P_g(t-1) \) and \( P_m(t-1) \) at time \( t-1 \) is known. The purpose of the algorithm is to create a similar hierarchy at time \( t \). Note that \( P_{fz}(t) \) can be directly extracted from the original frame. The first step of the algorithm is to motion compensate partitions \( P_g(t-1) \) and \( P_m(t-1) \). This creates two predicted partitions \( \hat{P}_g(t) \) and \( \hat{P}_m(t) \). Then, the first segmentation to be performed is the gray level segmentation. It creates \( P_g(t) \) based on the knowledge of the current partition of flat zones \( P_{fz}(t) \) and the predicted gray partition \( \hat{P}_g(t) \). Once, the gray partition \( P_g(t) \) has been created, the motion of each region is estimated and a second segmentation step is performed to create the motion segmentation \( P_m(t) \). In the following, these steps are more precisely described and illustrated.

5.3.1. Motion compensation

The compensation of partitions \( P_g(t-1) \) and \( P_m(t-1) \) is achieved in two steps. First, the forward motion of each region of \( P_m(t-1) \) is estimated. This motion describes the time evolution between frames at time \( t \) and \( t-1 \). As in section 5.2, a polynomial motion model for each region is estimated by differential optimization techniques [3, 12]. Then, both partitions \( P_g(t-1) \) and \( P_m(t-1) \) are compensated using the technique described in [8]. The compensation is done on a pixel basis and can be viewed as a forward projection (from \( t-1 \) towards \( t \)). It defines three sets of areas: areas where the prediction is done without conflict, overlapping areas and uncovered areas.

5.3.2. Gray level segmentation

The goal of this segmentation step is to merge regions of the flat zone partition \( P_{fz}(t) \) to create the gray partition \( P_g(t) \) and to temporarily link this partition with \( P_g(t-1) \). To this end, two steps are used: first, a temporal link is created and, second, a partition is created. Both steps rely on the general merging algorithm described in section 2. The main differences are the merging criteria and the way the labels (region numbers) are handled.

Temporal link: This first step has some similarities with the work reported in [6]. Its goal is to define which regions of \( P_g(t-1) \) are still present at time \( t \) and what are their approximate position. To this end, the algorithm allows the merging of regions of \( P_{fz}(t) \) that fall within the same compensated region. This step can be implemented as the merging of regions of \( P_{fz}(t) \) with the following region model, merging order and criterion:

- **Region model:** as previously, the model is the median (constant within the region). However, the processed image is a two components image made of the current frame and of the compensated frame. When, two regions of \( P_{fz}(t) \) are merged together, two models are updated: one for the current frame and one for the compensated frame.

- **Merging order:** The order is the one defined by equation 2 modified to deal with the two components of the model: one order value is computed by taking into account the gray level values of the original frame at time \( t \) and a second order value is computed with the values of the compensated frame. The final order is defined as the average of the orders defined by each model. This approach allows the introduction of some memory in the merging order computation.

- **Merging criterion:** the criterion defines a termination point based on the PSNR as in the intra-frame segmentation described in section 4. The PSNR limit should be rather high in order to create reliable temporal links. However, the criterion is not only a termination criterion but also a decision criterion since only regions that fall within the same compensated region are allowed to merge. Therefore, for each possible merging, the compensated label corresponding to the two regions are analyzed and if the regions are not totally included in the same compensated region, the merging is not allowed. Moreover, regions that even partially fall within uncertainty areas of the compensation are not merged.

At the end of the process, some regions of \( P_{fz}(t) \) have merged. They can be considered as the core of the regions that were present at time \( t-1 \) and that are still present at time \( t \). They are identified by the label of their corresponding past region.
Time tracking is therefore possible. The last processing step is to clean the resulting label image so that only one connected component is preserved for each label.

Partition creation: Starting from the output of the temporal link, a partition can be created by continuing the merging process and relaxing the constraints imposed by the merging criterion. In fact, the processing is the same as the one used for intra-frame segmentation. In this last merging process, some regions are merged with regions defined during the temporal link. These regions allow the precise definition of the shape of regions that were present at time \( t = 1 \). By contrast, some regions are merged together without involving any of the regions defined by the temporal link. These regions are new regions appearing at time \( t \). They receive a new label.

5.3.3. Motion estimation and segmentation

Once the gray level partition \( P_2(t) \) has been created, a motion estimation is performed to assign a dense motion field to each region. The same motion estimation as the one previously discussed is used (see section 5.2 for example) and the segmentation itself works as the gray level segmentation. The only difference is that the region model deals with the horizontal and vertical displacements. It is a first order polynomial to model a wide range of motions. Note that as in section 5.2, no motion reestimation is performed.

The segmentation step is illustrated in Fig. 11. This figure shows the set of partitions at time \( t = 1 \) (first column), the compensated partitions (middle column) and the partitions at time \( t \) (right column). The flat zone partitions involve more than 10000 regions, the gray level partitions involve about 50 regions and the motion partitions has 8 regions. Note that most regions present at time \( t = 1 \) are also present at time \( t \). They can be easily identified because they have the same label. The algorithm is able to track, to introduce or to eliminate regions. Finally, as can be noticed, at each time instant, the set of partitions \( P_2(t), P_5(t) \) and \( P_{6n}(t) \) is structured in hierarchical way.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has focused on a class of merging techniques which can be viewed either as filtering tools or as segmentation algorithms. The operator definition relies on three notions: first, the merging order that defines the notion of objects homogeneity, second, the merging criterion that characterizes the set of objects we are interested in and, third, the region model that define how objects are represented.

The efficient implementation of a merging operator relies on a good management of the distance value, that is the merging order, between each pair of neighboring regions. At each time instant, one should have, first, a very fast access to the next pair of regions to merge, and, second, an easy way to modify the various merging order values as the merging process goes on. The key element for a fast implementation is a dynamic hierarchical queue. A very efficient solution to this queue problem is to use a balanced binary tree.

Using the same philosophy and implementation, new filtering and segmentation tools can be proposed. New connected operators such as the area operator can be created. These operators are particularly useful as pre-processing. For the segmentation aspect, several algorithms have been described. They can be used to segment images or sequences with either a spatial or a motion criterion. They can also be used to recursively segment a sequence and to track its regions in time. Finally, let us mention that the approach is particularly attractive to create sets of hierarchical partitions. The hierarchy can be homogeneous dealing either with a gray level criterion or with a motion criterion. However, heterogeneous hierarchies can also be created, for example involving spatial partitions on lower levels and motion partitions on upper levels.
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time $t - 1$</th>
<th>Compensation</th>
<th>Time $t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A) $P_{n}(t - 1)$</td>
<td>B) $P_{n}(t)$</td>
<td>C) $P_{n}(t)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D) $P_{g}(t - 1)$</td>
<td>E) $P_{g}(t)$</td>
<td>F) $P_{g}(t)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G) Modeled image at time $t - 1$</td>
<td>H) Compensated modeled image</td>
<td>I) Modeled image at time $t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J) $P_{fz}(t - 1)$</td>
<td>K) $P_{fz}(t)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L) Original frame at $t - 1$</td>
<td>M) Original frame at $t$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11: Example of gray level sequence segmentation: first column: partitions and frames at time $t - 1$, second column: compensated information, third column: partition and frames at time $t$. Partitions are represented with their label to see the region tracking ability of the algorithm.